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Prepared by the Ministry Board  
 

Guiding Principles 

 

 LRUCC is a place of worship where opportunities for generosity, in addition to annual support 

of the church's operating budget, can enhance our relationship with each other and with our 

faith. 

 

 Stewardship activities, which are intentional gifts and pledges to support LRUCC (including 4 

special offerings),1 are critical to the well-being of the church and operate outside of this 

policy.2  

  

 Certain Boards and Committees have budgeted funds that are approved by the congregation to 

be spent providing activities, offerings, and projects that support benevolence partners as well 

as the wider United Church of Christ. 

 

 “Opportunities for generosity” are instances where congregational members have the option to 

participate in and contribute to activities, offerings, and projects that support 

o LRUCC and its ministries 

o LRUCC benevolence partners,  

o UCC-wide activities, and 

o ad hoc needs that arise in our community and the wider world. 

 

 “Opportunities for generosity” should be coordinated and approved by the Ministry Board so 

that activities, offerings, and projects 

o do not overlap, and therefore compete or conflict, with each other; 

o do not create an atmosphere of continual fund raising that may negatively affect the 

worship experience or giving for support of the church's ministries ; and 

o do not compete or conflict with stewardship campaign activities.  

Steps for Implementing Opportunities for Generosity 
 

 In general, opportunities for generosity are subject to the calendar setting process, which is 

coordinated and overseen by the Ministry Board.  To the extent possible, after input from boards 

and committees, the Ministry Board publishes in September a calendar of special offerings and 

opportunities for generosity for the coming year with the understanding that adjustments may 

arise as specific, unanticipated needs arise. Once on the calendar, the giving opportunities may 

be publicized via LRUCC’s social media sites, web page, and newsletter with the assistance of 

the communications team.  At the discretion of the Senior Minister, announcements may also be 

made in the bulletin and prior to the beginning of worship services or as a moment for mission 

during worship. 

 

                                                 

1 
 The four special offerings are (1) One Great Hour of Sharing, (2) Strengthen the Church, (3) Neighbors in Need, and (4) 

Christmas.  

2 
 This should note the By-Laws and Documents related to stewardship.  



 

 Ad hoc opportunities for generosity, as deemed appropriate by the ministry board and with the 

assistance of the Senior Minister, may be publicized via LRUCC’s social media sites, web page, 

and newsletters with the assistance of the communications team.  At the discretion of the Senior 

Minister, information about such opportunities may be included in the Sunday bulletin and/or as 

spoken announcements in worship by the sponsoring board or committee. 

 

 Members or “friends” of LRUCC’s group Facebook page may also post other opportunities for 

generosity on LRUCC’s group Facebook page.   

 

 Any issues with the implementation of these policies may be raised to the church council for 

consideration, investigation, and resolution by providing the moderator and clerk with a 

description of the issue or concern.  
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